
Integrate 2N Intercoms with 
Symmetry™ Access Control
Enhance a leading access control system with 
visitor video communication and emergency calls 
from a wide range of advanced intercoms 



Safe buildings require quick responses to incidents, 
clear visual verification of visitors, and efficient 
security management: and thanks to this integration, 
this is all possible! 

     Symmetry Access Control customers can integrate with a wide 
portfolio of versatile intercoms with Full HD cameras, touch displays, 
and more  

     Integrate with intercoms that are suitable for any project from multi-
tenant offices to mixed-use buildings 

     Easy and intuitive intercom call handling and monitoring in one 
security interface  

     Pick up incoming intercom calls via the master station on the desk  
or in Symmetry via hands-free mode  

     Serverless solution that supports direct SIP calls from 2N IP intercoms 
to the desktop station & calls via a central SIP proxy server 

     Heightened door security: video from the intercom camera is 
displayed in the one security interface.  

     Operators can access live video or video recordings to visually verify 
visitors 

     Remotely grant or deny access to doors or barriers  

     Prioritize incoming calls in busy environments thanks to 
comprehensive call log overviews 

Integration Benefits & Features 



How it works 

The 2N® IP Phone D7A 
has been assigned as 
a ‘master station’ and 
configured to allow other 
intercoms to call it.  

A panel is displayed for 
each intercom. Press 
the green phone icon to 
initiate a call between it 
and the ‘master station’. 

The panel notifies 
the operator 
about the intercom 
incoming calls and 
call states.  

The icons enable actions 
such as: Cancel the call, 
Put on Hold, Open the 
door, View the intercom 
camera

Call logs inform 
users about 
incoming calls, 
missed calls and 
terminated calls. 

View live or pre-recorded 
video feeds from either the 
intercom’s built-in camera 
or an external camera paired 
with the intercom.  

Easy navigation between multiple 
intercoms within a building. The Star icon 
enables the user to select and monitor top 
locations on the main screen. 
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NOTE: Support for any feature listed above may be model or version specific – 
further consultation with Amag and 2N is highly recommended.

More technical information, description, manuals: https://integrationhub.2n.com/detail/amag

Member of the AXIS group 

Compatible 2N products

2N® IP Verso2N® IP Verso 2.0 2N® IP Solo 2N® IP Force

2N® IP Safety 2N® IP Base 2N® IP Style 2N® IP Phone D7A

Software & Licenses Needed  

    2N OS: 2.41 and higher 

    Symmetry Version 9.4  

    2N Plugin for Symmetry (2N Ord. Num: 9137919, Axis Ord. Num: 02922-001) 

    Gold license per 2N intercom for Video Streaming   

    Symmetry Intercom License 


